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The secular society genre experienced a period of diamond sutra faith. This 
paper attempts to analyze Diamond Sutra’ folk transformation from the angle of 
personal freedom and social status of warrior, farmer, worker and businessman. 
Research of diamond sutra faith in hardship-chanting genre period will help us to 
fully understand the development of Buddhism in hardship-chanting genre, and 
provide reference to the study social belief in Buddhism hardship-chanting genre. 
Hardship-chanting genre of ancient social period is an important transformation 
period. After An Lushan rebellion, FanZhen independen, foreign invasion, PengDang 
strive, the flourishing Tang dynasty declined rapidly. The declination of imperial 
power, economy depression, dark politics, hard civilian life, unrest society, impacted 
the four classes’ spiritual world strongly. People started to seek their spiritual comfort. 
Diamond sutra was introduced into China in the eastern Han dynasty. Because of its 
short words, doctrine abstruse, Diamond sutra was praised highly by rulers and 
officials. Zen energetically advocated diamond sutra during late hardship-chanting 
genre period as its “the heart of print”. Gradually, four classes turned to believe 
diamond sutra faith. That promoted diamond sutra belief popularization and 
secularization. This paper took the depiction of class as research object combined 
with inherited documents from the angle of social history under the background of An 
Lushan rebellion to explore and analyze distribution, faith period style and social 
function in four classes. This paper revealed diamond sutra faith became more and 
more popularization during hardship-chanting genre. 
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